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TRANSMISSIVITY OF RF SIGNAL 433.92 MHz IN DIFFERENT MATERIALS

Note: The given values are only informative; they vary according to the conditions at the place of signal 
transmission and reception!

wall plasterboard glass ferro-concrete iron

TYPES OF SYSTEMS – THEIR CHARACTERISTICS – RIGHT CHOICE 

To prevent interference and affection of PocketHome® systems, every system is protected by its own unique code saved in 
the PH-CJ37 central unit by the manufacturer (for fi nding the code, see pages 9, 31)!!
To ensure correct communication of all PocketHome® system elements with the PH-CJ37 central unit, you must initiate code 
learning – ACTIVATION of every element added to the system (see pages 22, 23)!
Because the entire system works at two-way radio frequency of 433.92 MHz, follow the instructions for installation and loca-
tion of every system element according to the given manual!

!

The central wireless unit (CU) works in this system as a co-ordinator between the boiler and the individual 
system elements. The advantage of this system is that the boiler is switched on if temperature drops in any 
of the rooms controlled. Periodically, the CU verifi es the demand for switching the boiler on with all elements 
with preset priority (so allowed to ask for switching the boiler on, see pages 10, 22). If it fi nds an element 
where the current temperature is lower than the required one, it immediately sends a demand to the wireless 
boiler receiver (PH-PK20, 21) which switches the boiler on. It enables control of digital heads (radiators), 
thermo-sockets (electric heaters), units controlling thermoelectric drives, fl oor heating controllers (individual 
circuits controlled by a pump), and other control units for the control of heating bodies within a single room. 
Unlike common systems, this comfortable control system guarantees the required temperature 
in the individual rooms independent of the reference room. It is exclusively intended for systems with their 
own heat source (the PH-PK20 or PH-PK21 boiler receivers must be used)!

The basic system is primarily designed for heating control. The central unit (CU) works here as a wireless 
room thermostat. According to the temperature in the reference room in which it is located, it can control a 
heat source (e.g., boiler) and regulate the entire heating system according to the program settings. It enables 
control of digital heads (radiators), thermo-sockets (electric heaters), units controlling thermoelectric drives, 
fl oor heating controllers (individual circuits controlled by a pump or three-way valve) and other control units for 
the control of heating bodies within a single room. The CU sends information on the required temperature to 
the individual elements; pursuant to this information, each element controls the device to which it is 
connected accordingly. It is intended for systems with their own heat source (here the PH-PK20 or 
PH-PK21 receivers must be used), but also for remote heat control systems (e.g., panel buildings, 
in which case the boiler receivers are not used)!

Two-way wireless communication is used within the entire system. During design and subsequent in-
stallation, observe the instructions for location of every element!

The new central unit enables setting of many new functions; of paramount importance, however,
is the right choice of the SYSTEM for which the central unit is to be used!
Having carefully studied and selected the system, make your choice according to the instructions 
on page 11.
The system can be controlled by means of PC, Bluetooth, GSM and internet; for more details, see 
pages 26-30.

PH -   PocketHome

PH +   PocketHome Plus
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The central wireless unit (CU) works in this system as a co-ordinator between the boiler and the individual 
system elements. The advantage of this system is that the boiler is switched on or its output increased if 
temperature drops in any of the rooms controlled. Periodically, the CU verifi es the demand for switching the 
boiler on with all elements with preset priority (so allowed to ask for switching the boiler on, see pages 10, 
22). If it fi nds an element where the current temperature is lower than the required one, it immediately sends 
a demand to the wireless boiler receiver (PH-PK25) which evaluates the demand and delivers orders to the 
boiler. It enables control of digital heads (radiators), thermo-sockets (electric heaters), units controlling ther-
moelectric drives, fl oor heating controllers (individual circuits controlled by a pump), and other control units 
for the control of heating bodies within a single room. The receiver is connected to the boiler with the OT 
communication line. By means of this line, data are transferred as well as the receiver supplied. The receiver 
immediately sends the data from the boiler to the CU where they are processed. The required heating water 
is calculated and this requirement sent back to the boiler. Unlike common systems, this comfortable control 
system guarantees the required temperature in the individual rooms independent of the reference room.
It is exclusively intended for systems with their own heat source, using the OpenTherm+ 
communication protocol (the PH-PK25 boiler receiver must be used)!

The central unit (CU) works here as a wireless room thermostat. According to the temperature in the 
reference room in which it is located, it controls the heat source (e.g., boiler) and regulates the entire 
heating system according to the program settings. It enables control of digital heads (radiators), 
thermo-sockets (electric heaters), units controlling thermoelectric drives, fl oor heating controllers (individual 
circuits controlled by a pump or three-way valve) and other control units for the control of heating bodies 
within a single room. The CU sends information on the required temperature to the individual elements; 
pursuant to this information, each element controls the device to which it is connected accordingly. The 
receiver is connected to the boiler with the OT communication line. By means of this line, data are transferred 
and the receiver supplied. The receiver immediately sends the data from the boiler to the CU where they are 
processed. The required heating water is calculated and this requirement sent back to the boiler.
It is exclusively intended for systems with their own heat source, using the OpenTherm+ 
communication protocol (the PH-PK25 boiler receiver must be used)!

 PH - OT   PocketHome OpenTherm

PH + OT   PocketHome Plus OpenTherm

OpenTherm protocol (OT) 
This protocol determines the two-way communication (OT) between the PH-PK25 receiver and the boiler. 
The receiver obtains the required information (e.g., on the outdoor temperature), which are subsequently 
processed and sent to the central unit. According to the obtained information on the outdoor temperature, 
room temperature and constants preset, the receiver recalculates the water temperature required for the 
system and sends it back to the boiler. This wireless communication system enables optimum operation of the 
boiler and heating system incl. HSW, which results in longer service life of the boiler and higher savings.

Recommendations for PH + OT 
In the case of heating according to the equitherm curve, the night-relief program No. 1 can be adopted for PK. 
Accordingly, if the temperature of 20 °C is required during the day, the heating water temperature follows the 
equitherm curve depending on the outdoor temperature. If you, for example, reduce the required night tem-
perature from 10 PM to 6 AM to 15 °C, the equitherm curve is shifted automatically and the boiler lets heating 
water in the system at the temperature that corresponds to the course of the equitherm curve shift (another big 
saving at night).

If you choose the required room temperature other than 20 °C, the thermostat recalculates the automatic 
curve shift according to the following formula, where the coeffi cient = 1:

shift = (required temperature - 20) * coeffi cient
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SYSTEM ELEMENTS

DESIGNATION AND PROPERTIES PHOTO
PH-CJ37 BT wireless central unit (CJ BT)

contains a Bluetooth module enabling control by means of smartphones• 
fi nds out heating demands from individual rooms and switches the boiler on/off accordingly • 
ensures two-way communication between individual elements
fi nds out current states of system elements activated• 
22 weekly programs, also adjustable by means of PC, smartphone applications or WiFi• 
CU can be equipped with:                                                                                                                               • 
- GST1/GST2 module (see pages 8, 20, 26-28) for SMS control                                                                                                                                          
- WiFi module for internet control (INNOVATION, see page 30)                                                                
- PH-WEB module for internet control of the system (until stock is sold out) 

PH-CJ37 GST wireless central unit (CJ-GST)
contains a Bluetooth module enabling control by means of smartphones and • GSM module
fi nds out heating demands from individual rooms and switches the boiler on/off accordingly • 
ensures two-way communication between individual elements• 
fi nds out current states of system elements activated• 
22 weekly programs, also adjustable by means of PC, smartphone applications or WiFi• 
CU can be equipped with:                                                                                                                                            • 
  - WiFi module for internet control (INNOVATION, see page 30)

PH-PK20 wireless boiler receiver – wall-mounted
controls the boiler according to the information on current and required temperature        • 
received from the central unit
sends back confi rmation of the change made• 
receiver state is indicated by LEDs on the front panel• 
automatically activates in the system after short-term power failure (E-EPROM memory)• 

PH-PK21 wireless boiler receiver – socket-mounted
controls the boiler according to the information on current and required temperature        • 
received from the central unit
sends back confi rmation of the change made• 
receiver state is indicated by LEDs on the front panel• 
automatically activates in the system after short-term power failure (E-EPROM memory)• 
enables connection of another appliance (through-socket)• 

PH-PK25 wireless receiver for boilers with OpenTherm communication
the receiver is connected to the boiler with the OT line. By means of this line data are • 
transferred and the receiver supplied. The receiver immediately sends the data from the 
boiler to the CU where they are processed. The required heating water is calculated and 
the requirement sent back to the boiler.
keeps the last setting and provides for boiler operation  in case of wireless signal failure• 
receiver state is indicated by LEDs on the front panel• 
automatically activates in the system after short-term power failure (E-EPROM memory)• 

PH-HD01 wireless digital head without LCD
asks for switching the heat source on if priority is preset• 
detects the current room temperature• 
receives information on the required temperature from the central unit• 
controls the radiator valve position according to the information acquired• 
sends back information on the change made and error states• 
energy-saving supply by 2 x 1.5 V, type AA alkaline batteries• 

PH-HD20 wireless digital head
asks for switching the heat source on if priority is preset• 
detects the current room temperature• 
receives information on the required temperature from the central unit• 
controls the radiator valve position according to the information acquired• 
sends back information on the change made and error states• 
able to work in autonomous mode (without central control)• 
energy-saving supply by 2 x 1.5 V, type AA alkaline batteries• 
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NEW
NEW

DESIGNATION AND PROPERTIES PHOTO
PH-TS20 wireless thermally-switched socket

detects current room temperature• 
receives information on the required temperature from the central unit• 
controls the connected appliance according to the information received• 
sends back information on the change made• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well• 
hysteresis settable from 0.1 °C to 6 °C• 
informs on the necessity to recharge the back-up battery• 

PH-HT21 wireless unit for thermoelectric drives
asks for switching the heat source on if priority is preset• 
detects current room temperature• 
receives information on the required temperature from the central unit• 
controls the thermoelectric drive of the radiator valve according to the information acquired• 
sends back information on the change made• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well• 
informs on the necessity to recharge the back-up battery• 

PH-BP1 wireless fl oor heating controller
asks for switching the heat source on if priority is preset• 
functions as a wireless thermostat controlling the connected fl oor heating circuit• 
transmitter detects the current room temperature and receives information on the required • 
temperature from the CU
transmitter wirelessly controls the receiver (thermoelectric drive; e.g. SEH30.23)             • 
according to the information acquired
sends confi rmation of the change made back to the central unit• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well• 
hysteresis settable (0.1 °C to 5 °C) or PI control• 
maximum possible number of the PH-BP1 units is 99• 
the following units can be used as switching elements • 

 PH-BP1-P   one-channel receiver 
 PH-BP1-P9 nine-channel receiver

PH-BP7 wireless fl oor heating controller 
asks for switching the heat source on if priority is preset• 
functions as a wireless thermostat controlling the connected fl oor heating circuit• 
transmitter detects the current room temperature and receives information on the required • 
temperature from the CU
transmitter wirelessly controls the receiver (thermoelectric drive; e.g. SEH30.23)             • 
according to the information acquired
sends confi rmation of the change made back to the central unit• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well• 
maximum possible number of the PH-BP7 units is 99• 
the following units can be used as switching elements • 

 PH-BP1-P    one-channel receiver 
 PH-BP1-P9  nine-channel receiver 
 PH-BP7-P    one-channel receiver  (with optional fl oor sensor)

 max. switched current is 16 A

PH-ET7 wireless electric heating controller 
detects the current room temperature• 
receives information on the required temperature from the CU• 
functions as a wireless thermostat controlling the connected fl oor heating circuit• 
transmitter detects the current room temperature and receives information on the required • 
temperature from the CU
transmitter wirelessly controls the receiver (e.g., heating ladders, infra panels) according to • 
the information acquired
sends confi rmation of the change made back to the central unit• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well• 
maximum possible number of the PH-ET7 units is 99• 
the following units can be used as switching elements • 

 PH-SP1     mounted in a wiring box 
 PH-SP2     wall-mounted 
 PH-SP3     socket-mounted
              PH-BP7-P  one-channel receiver (with optional fl oor sensor)

              max. switched current is 16 A
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PH-REPPH-BP7-P

SWITCHING ELEMENTS SIGNAL REPEATER

PH-BP1-P

PH-BP1-P9

PH-SP1

PH-SP2

PH-SP3

PH-WS01

PH-WS02

PH-WS03

EXTENDS THE 
RANGE BY UP TO 
100 %! FORWARDS 
THE SIGNAL FROM 
ELEMENTS 
OUTSIDE THE 
CENTRAL UNIT 
RANGE

NEW

NEW

DESIGNATION AND PROPERTIES PHOTO
PH-WS0x time-controlled receivers

receives information on state change from the CU (according to the time program preset)• 
controls the connected electric device (max. 16 A) according to the information acquired• 
sends back information on the change made• 
moreover, they can be remote-controlled with a key switch • (PH-WS10)

 PH-WS01 (receiver under switch)
 PH-WS02 (wall-mounted receiver)
 PH-WS03 (socket-mounted)

PH-BSP control unit for switching electric heating bodies
detects the room temp. and switches the individual heating devices centrally by request• 
able to control as many as 255 switching elements from one place• 
switches the elements stepwise (at 1 s), thus preventing current surges in the network• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well (as a room thermostat)• 
suitable for controlling electric heaters in a single room• 
the following units can be used as switching elements • 

 PH-SP1 mounted in a wiring box 
 PH-SP2 wall-mounted 
 PH-SP3 socket-mounted
 max. switched current is 16 A

PH-BHD control unit for controlling digital heads
asks for switching the heat source on if priority is preset• 
detects the room temperature and centrally switches digital heads located on the radiators• 
able to control as many as 255 digital heads from one place• 
controls opening/closing of all heads in the room according to the required temperature• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well (as a room thermostat)• 
suitable for controlling radiators in a single room• 
the following units can be used as switching elements• 

 PH-HD20 wireless digital head
 PH-HD01wireless digital head without LCD

PH-BHT control unit for thermoelectric drives
detects the room temperature and centrally switches the individual thermoelectric drives of • 
valves by request
able to control as many as 255 units from one place• 
able to work in autonomous mode as well (as a room thermostat)• 
suitable for controlling thermoelectric valve drives in a single room• 
the following unit can be used as a switching element                                                    • 
        PH-HT21 wireless unit for thermoelectric drives (e.g.,  SEH30.23)
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PH-CJ37 DESCRIPTION AND COMMISSIONING. BACK-UP BATTERY REPLACEMENT
Connect the AD05-JACK source to the central unit and then to the mains.1. 
Within approx. 30 s, the central unit is in operation, ready for setting.2. 
Open the battery cover and connect the back-up battery connector (used in case of power failure); see the 3. 
fi gure below.
Battery charging is indicated by the 4. dObi message on the display after pushing the i  button.                                     
If the battery is charged, the bAt: OK message appears.
The  5.  symbol on the LCD indicates that the system works battery-powered (see the recommendation on 
page 31). 
The recommended battery Li-Pol 3.8 V / 400 mAh! 6. 

Dispose of old batteries in conformity with regulations about handling hazardous waste!!

internal antenna

backlit character 
display
During the day, the back-
light is disabled to save 
energy. As soon as it is 
getting dark (at least 2 
minutes in twilight), it 
reacts to pushing of any 
button, and the display is 
automatically backlit for 
approx. 2 s. (Note: During 
transmission, the backlight 
is off)

control buttons

battery 
compartment

Stand assembly
(included in PH-CJ37)

RS232 connector
(for use, see page 21)

AD05-JACK supply 
source connector 
(5 to 12V/ DC min. 150mA) 

GSM antenna
(for PH-CJ37 GST only)

miniUSB connector
(for use, see page 21)

battery link 
connector

3.1. 2.

0 V

5 to 12 V

SIM card slot
(for U PH-CJ37 GST only)
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DESCRIPTION OF PH-CJ37 CONTROL ELEMENTS

clock change (in the PROG mode)
date and time setting  (in holiday mode “       ” )
browsing elements (in the ACTIV and INFO modes)
move in case of setting constant 18 – phone number (in the CONST mode)

enter, confi rmation
required temperature (for PH-, PH- OT, PH+ OT)
information on the boiler operating hours and HSW (for PH-, PH- OT, PH+ OT)
external temperature OUT:T (for PH- OT, PH+ OT)
required HSW temperature (for PH- OT, PH+ OT)
Bluetooth module address (bt1, bt2) or module-off information (Off bt)
if PH-WEB is used, IP-address information, etc. is displayed, see page 30
memory utilization value for recording (EEP: 0%), see page 31
back-up battery state (dObi/bAt:OK)

temperature change
change in clock and constant settings
browsing during function selection (F)
collective activation (see page 31) 
switching programs (in the PROG mode)
switching constants (in the CONST mode)
switching temperature between “      and      “ (in the MANU mode)
adding element (in the ACTIV mode)
change of the given element mode: AUTO/MANU/INDEPENDENT
page 24 (in the INFO mode)

PRIORITY selection (in the ACTIV mode)
temperature/time program selection (in the PROG mode)

resetting boiler operating hours
element deactivation (in the ACTIV mode)
switching element off (in the INFO mode)
copying days (in the PROG mode)
activation of element data record in the memory (in the INFO mode)

holiday (INFO cannot be viewed in this mode – see page 25)

day change (in the PROG mode)

testing correct connection (of the boiler, GSM module)
testing individual elements (in the ACTIV, INFO modes)

function (mode) selection, see pages 13-25
AUTO, CLOCK, PROG, CONST, ACTIV, INFO
reset
in combination with the Off button = factory reset
in combination with the –H button = display of the CU unique code 
(page 31)

T

- +

H

+ -

i

+
-P

Off

Copy

Day

Test

F

R
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DESCRIPTION OF PH-CJ37 DISPLAY

OUT

1.line

2.line

3.line

4.line

5.line

6.line

1.line

current day indication

2.line

indication of boiler switch-on (PH-, PH+) and its heating output (PH-OT, PH+OT) 

HSW sign (boiler operating hours indication, for  PH-OT, PH+OT only)

CH sign (boiler operating hours indication)

boiler inspection symbol

symbol of setting current date and time, see page 14

ongoing communication indication

3.line variable part of the display; display of current time and required temperature / 
program number for heads and other information (for details, see the individual modes)

PRIORITY of head / fl oor heating controller and other elements (for PH+, PH+OT)

indication of communication via repeater (page 21)

equitherm control indication (according to the equitherm curve, for PH-OT, PH+OT only)

4.line
energy-saving temperature indication (in the MANU mode for  PH-, PH-OT, PH+OT)

summer mode symbol, see page 16

comfortable temperature indication (in MANU mode for PH-, PH-OT, PH+OT only)

error message, error notice

anti-freeze mode symbol, see page 31

holiday mode symbol, see page 25

system powered with back-up battery (page 8)

signal transmission / reception indication

indication of wireless Open Therm commun. (fl ashing on PH-OT, lit on PH+OT)

5.line variable part of the display
display of current temperature and selected mode (OFF, PROG, AUTO, MANU)
display of other information is explained in detail for every mode

6.line
program interval indication (max. 6 intervals per day)

OUT
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SYSTEM SELECTION AND COMMISSIONING
Select the system in which the CU will work according to the description on pages 3-4, and set it 
as follows:
- Push the F  button and choose the CONST mode with the +/- T  buttons; confi rm with the i  button.
- Browse the constants with the +/- P  buttons to choose CONST 21 (system selection)
- Choose the system with the +/- T  buttons and push the i  button to confi rm; to return to the main
 menu, push the  F  button twice.
The boiler receiver (if employed) must be activated according to the system used.

RECEIVERS FOR THE PH-, PH+ SYSTEMS

PH-PK20

PH-PK21 The below procedure is a concise version only; we recommend that you follow the PH-PK21 manual where 
you can fi nd more detailed information on the receiver function!

The below procedure is a concise version only; we recommend that you follow the PH-PK20 manual where 
you can fi nd more detailed information on the receiver function!

Indicator LEDs:
GREEN is ON           - correct electric network connection
BLUE is FLASHING - signal transmission or reception
RED is FLASHING   - empty E-EPROM
RED is ON                - ERROR (if no signal has been received from the transmitter for 
  approx. 6 hours, it enters the 2-minute-ON/8-minute-OFF mode)
ORANGE is ON        - relay 1 switched
BLUE+RED are FLASHING ALTERNATELY    - code learning mode
BLUE+RED are FLASHING SIMULTANEOUSLY - code has been learned

supply 
terminals

boiler output 
terminals 

FUNCTION 
BUTTON

Install the receiver at a suitable place where its operation will not be affected by 
disturbing infl uences. Install it as far as possible (at least 0.5 m) from big metal 
objects to prevent bad signal reception. When installing the receiver, see that 
there are no heavy-current lines in its vicinity.

Before activation of the receiver, the central unit must be set and prepared 
according to the manual!

1, Connect the receiver according to the instructions and put the central unit in operation (see page 8).
2, Push the FUNCTION BUTTON on the receiver for about 1 s (blue and red diodes are fl ashing alternately) – the so-called 
     LEARNING MODE.
3, Choose the ACTIV mode on the CU, select the PK element, and push the Test  button (see page 23).
4, If the code has been learned correctly, the blue and red diodes fl ash simultaneously on the receiver.
5, Test the connection by pushing the Test  button; the receiver output relay is switched and the TEST message appears 
     on the CU.

Indicator LEDs:
GREEN is ON          - correct electric network connection
ORANGE is ON       - relay 1 switched
YELLOW YELLOW is FLASHING  - signal transmission or reception
RED is FLASHING       - empty E-EPROM
RED is ON       - ERROR (if no signal has been received from the transmitter for 
         approx. 6 hours, it enters the 2-minute-ON/8-minute-OFF mode)
YELLOWYELLOW+RED are FLASHING ALTERNATELY    - code learning mode
YELLOWYELLOW+RED are FLASHING SIMULTANEOUSLY - code has been learned

FUNCTION 
BUTTON

Switch functions:
AUT - works according to the program in the PocketHome
ZAP - permanently ON                    
VYP - permanently OFF 

SUPPLY
230 V/50 Hz

through-socket for 
connecting another 

device for boiler 
output

Install the receiver at a suitable place where its operation will not be affected by 
disturbing infl uences. Install it as far as possible (at least 0,5 m) from big metal 
objects to prevent bad signal reception. When installing the receiver, see that 
there are no heavy-current lines in its vicinity.

Before activation of the receiver, the central unit must be set and prepared 
according to the manual!

1, Connect the receiver according to the instructions and put the central unit in operation (see page 8).
2, Push the FUNCTION BUTTON on the receiver for about 1 s (yellow and red diodes are fl ashing alternately) – the so-called 
     LEARNING MODE.
3, Choose the ACTIV mode on the CU, select the PK element, and push the Test  button (see page 23).
4, If the code has been learned correctly, the yellow and red diodes fl ash simultaneously on the receiver.
5, Test the connection by pushing the Test  button; the receiver output relay is switched and the TEST message appears 
     on the CU.
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Install the receiver at a suitable place where its operation will not be affected by disturbing infl uences. Install it as far as possible 
(at least 0.5 m) from big metal objects to prevent bad signal reception. When installing the receiver, see that there are no 
heavy-current lines in its vicinity.

We recommend that the installation be done by a person with appropriate qualifi cation in electrical engineering!
In the case of unqualifi ed interference and damage, the product guarantee expires!

1. Mount the PH-PK25 receiver on the wall by means of a two-side adhesive tape.
2. Connect the OT communication twin-lead from the boiler to the terminal board designated LINE OT+. Processor initiation 
     starts, no diode is fl ashing (this can last up to 10 minutes). We recommend using of the AD05 external source 
     (is included in the delivery) which provides for permanent supply and fault-free operation of the receiver.
Testing the wireless mode
As soon as the red Error        diode starts fl ashing, it is possible, after putting the central unit in operation, to execute code 
learning!
1, Connect the receiver as described above and put the central unit in operation (see page 8).
2, Wait until the receiver processor has been initiated and the red Error         diode starts fl ashing, see Fig. 1.
3, Push the R na 1s - 4s, button on the receiver for 1-4 s; the Error         and        diodes start fl ashing alternately – 
     the so-called LEARNING MODE, see Fig. 2.
4, Push the Test   button on the CU, see Fig. 3, the  „tSt“ message appears on the display.
5, The Error         and        diodes fl ash simultaneously on the receiver, the code has been learned, see Fig. 4.

Connect the OT line from 
the boiler

Fig.1

Push the R button (1 to 4 s) to 
enter the LEARNING MODE 
(LEDs fl ashing alternately)

Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.4

RECEIVER FOR THE PH- OT, PH+ OT SYSTEMS

PH-PK25 The below procedure is a concise version only; we recommend that you follow the PH-PK25 manual where 
you can fi nd more detailed information on the receiver function!

BOILER with 
OpenTherm 

communication

OpenTherm communication line, max. length 
of 50 m, no polarity

*

* for exact electric connection, 
see the instructions for the 

boiler used
Function button „R“

to enter the 
LEARNING MODE 

(see page 5)

optional connection of the 
AD05 external 

source (5 V / 2,5 A)

Push the Test  button 
on the transmitter

The CODE HAS BEEN 
LEARNED (LEDs fl ash

simultaneously)

LEDs Function description

       LINE OT+

FLASHING – indicates functional OT commu-
nication; starts fl ashing after the OpenTherm 
communication line is connected and the 
processor initiated

FLASHING – indicates boiler heating (CH and 
HSW)

      Error OT+ FLASHING – indicates an OT communication 
error

      Error
FLASHING – indicates a wireless communica-
tion error; on fi rst switch-on, it starts fl ashing 
after the processor initiation
(4 to 10 minutes, depending on supply)

LIT – indicates ongoing receiver-transmitter 
communication 

      PWR LIT – indicates connection of the AD05 
external power source  (5 V / 2.5 A)

LEDs Special modes

      Error FLASHING ALTERNATELY – code learning 
mode

      Error FLASHING SIMULTANEOUSLY – code 
learned
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DESCRIPTION OF PH-CJ37 FUNCTIONS AND THEIR SETTING
Make sure you have carefully studied the opening part of the manual with the description of the device, 
commissioning, functions of buttons and display (LCD) symbols!
! SOFTWARE USE: If you use software for controlling the system from a computer (PC), the following part of 
the manual is only informative. All constants, programs and activation of elements can be performed on 
PC directly. After the central unit has been connected to PC, you are asked to synchronize the data; 
all preset values are transferred from the central unit to PC or vice versa!
The next part is focused on explanation of basic modes and setting of basic parameters for correct function of 
the entire system.

Push the F  button, and browse the basic menu with the +/- T  lbuttons; to select a mode, push the i  
button.

AUTO
The system works in the automatic mode according to preset temperature or time 
programs assigned to the activated elements.

Push the +/- P  button to change the boiler program  (for PH-, PH- OT, PH+ OT)

Push the i   button to view the following information:
- required temperature; for a temporary change, push the +/- T   (for PH-, PH- OT, PH+ OT)
- boiler operating hours; the operating hours can be reset with the Off  button
- current states, sent from the boiler directly, such as the operating hours, water fl ow 
  in litres (for PH- OT, PH+ OT)

automatic mode

Information on the LCD display:
1.line - current day
3.line - from the left: current time or error states, required temperature or program number, 
 number of the element which asked for switching the boiler on
5.line - current temperature 
6.line - program interval

If this message alternately appears with the time(for PH+, PH+OT):
This informs you that the head with address 2 asked for switching the boiler on! The head must have priority preset! 
This also applies to the other elements with priority preset (e.g., bP1, bHd ...)

MANU
The system works in the manual mode. In this mode, you can set two temperatures 
required for the boiler: energy-saving and comfortable. The selection and setting is 
done with the +/- P  and +/- T   buttons (for PH-, PH- OT, PH+ OT only)

MANU is not displayed unless the boiler is active (PK: N) and if the central unit is 
connected to PC!

Push the i  button; the following information appears on the display: current states 
sent from the boiler directly, such as the operating hours, water fl ow in litres (PH- OT, 
PH+ OT)

manual mode

Information on the LCD display:
1.line - current day
3.line - from the left: current time or error states, required temperature 
4.line - energy-saving         or comfortable       temperature selected      
5.line - current temperature and mode selected

AUTO Automatic mode page13

MANU Manual mode page13 , for PH-, PH- OT, PH+ OT only

CLOCK Time setting page14

PROG Temperature/time program settings page14-15

CONST Constant settings (system choice) page16-21

ACTIV Activation of elements page22-23

INFO Information on active system elements page24-25
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CLOCK
Set hours with the +/- T  buttons and confi rm with the i  button; then, set minutes, 
seconds, day, month and year. Confi rm each setting with the i  button.

setting current time and date

Time and date synchronization
After the time and date have been changed on the central unit, the current time will automatically be 
transferred to all active elements (the elements must be in the wireless mode)! 
During synchronization, the central unit LCD displays Hd (for heads), TS (for sockets), bP1 (for fl oor 
heating controllers), etc. This synchronization is also automatically done every 2 hours.
After you connect the central unit to PC or smartphone application and open the pertinent 
PocketHome® software, the time and date will automatically be synchronized with the connected device 
within approx. 1 min.!

PROG
In the PROG mode, you can set up to 22 different weekly programs for heads, 
thermo-sockets and other elements, of which the programs 10.P to 22.P can be 
assigned to time-controlled receivers (PH-WS0x).
Up to 6 time intervals with different temperatures can be set for every day.
With the PH-OT and PH+OT systems, program 22.P is intended for HSW (see page 
15) and program1.P is used for setting the so-called night relief (see page 4). 
Thanks to high technology, the unit can be programmed in 2 ways:

programming

1. Direct programming on PH-CJ37
 The preset values are directly displayed on the unit LCD (see below)

2. Programming via PC or smartphone applications
 Simple programming by means of the PocketHome® software; the programs and settings created are 
 automatically transferred after the central unit has been connected to PC or via Bluetooth (for more, see 
 the PH-PC-SW manual for PC software or www.elbock.cz)

1. SETTING TEMPERATURE PROGRAMS BY MEANS OF THE CENTRAL UNIT
- Push the F  button and select the PROG mode with the +/- T  buttons; confi rm with 
 the i  button
- Select the program you want to set with the  +/- P  button (1.P to 22.P).
- Set the beginning of temperature change with the +/- H  sbutton with the minimum 
 step of 10 minutes
- Assign the desired temperature to the given time with the +/- T  button by 0.5°C
- After setting the fi rst time and temperature, push the i  button for confi rmation
- You will automatically move on to setting of the second time and temperature on 
 the same day, which is indicated by the        symbol in the last, sixth line of the display 
- Proceed in the same way until setting the last (sixth) interval 
- After pushing the i  button, you will automatically move on to the next day setting, 
 where you can proceed in the same way.
Info: If you do not use all 6 options in a single day, you can move on to the next day by repeatedly pushing 

the i  button, or with the Day  button.

2

Setting program No. 22 for HSW with the PH- OT and PH+ OT systems is similar:
- Select program 22.P for HSW (     ) with the +/- P  buttons    
- Set the beginning of the fi rst time interval with the +/- H  button
- Push the i  button and set the end of the fi rst time interval with the +/- H  
- Set the desired HSW temperature for this interval with the +/- T  button and confi rm 
 it with the i  button.
- You will automatically move on to setting of the second interval on the same day, 
 which is indicated by the 2  symbol in the last, sixth line of the display
- Proceed in the same way until setting the last (third) interval 
- After pushing the i  button, you will automatically move on to the next day setting, 
 where you can proceed in the same way.
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FACTORY-PRESET PROGRAMS
Programs 3.P to 22.P are factory-preset, but you can change them as necessary just as 1.P and 2.P 
(example: 5/21 means the desired temperature of 21 °C at 5 a.m.).
Note: - If you change programs preset already, check all of the 6 time periods!

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.3

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.5

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.7

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.4

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.6

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.8

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

program No.9

SETTING TIME PROGRAMS (ONLY FOR WS ELEMENTS)
- Push the F  button, and select the PROG mode with the +/- T  buttons; confi rm 
 with the i  button
- With the +/- P  buttons, select the program which you want to set (10.P to 22.P).
- Push the button marked with the        symbol above the Off button; the “On” message 
 appears on the display instead of the temperature; thus the temperature program has 
 been changed to a time one
- The time program enables you to set up to 6 time intervals in which an appliance 
 should be switched on (with the minimum step of 10 minutes)
- Set the fi rst on-switching time (On) with the +/- H  button and confi rm by pushing the i  
- Set the fi rst off-switching time (OFF) with the +/- H  button and confi rm by pushing the i  
- You will automatically move on to the second time interval setting for the same day, which 
 is indicated by the        symbol in the last, sixth display line
- Proceed in the same way until setting the last (sixth) interval 
- After pushing the i  button, you will automatically move on to the next day setting, where 
 you can proceed in the same way.

Note:  If you do not use all 6 options in a single day, you can move on to the next day by repeatedly pushing 
  the i  button, or with the  Day  button. The interval can also be set over midnight.
  Copying days  - proceed in the same way as with temperature programs; see above.

2

COPYING DAYS IN THE PROG MODE
Used to quicken programming. You can copy a day program to the next day by simply pushing the Copy , 
button.
- The day indicator must be on the day you wish to copy to the next day
- Push the Copy  button; the program will automatically copy to the next day and the day indicator 
 (1st display line) shifts to the next day.

For PH- OT, 
PH+ OT, 
program 22.P 
has been preset 
for HSW: from 
0 AM to 12 PM 
every day at 
50 °C

Program No. 22 - for HSW

Intervals
Monday
Thuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

from to from to from to

Programs 10.P 
to 21.P are 
identical with 
program 9.P
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CONST
For correct function of the central unit, you must set the following constants, with 
which you, for example, defi ne temperature limits, specify the control type, etc.
Below every constant, it is indicated for which system the constant is 
displayed!
- Push the F  button, and select the CONST mode with the +/- T  buttons; 
 confi rm with the i  button.
- Browse the constants with the +/- P  buttons (see below) 
- Set the constant values with the +/- T  buttons; always confi rm with the i .

setting constants

1. MINIMUM CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE
Limitation of the minimum adjustable temperature. If using the GSM module, you 
will be informed by an SMS message that the room temperature dropped below this 
value. Select within the range from 2 °C to 10 °C (by 0.5 °C).

Set the constant values with the +/- T  buttons; always confi rm with the i button.

2. MAXIMUM CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE
Limitation of the maximum adjustable temperature. If using the GSM module, you will 
be informed by an SMS message that the room temperature increased above this 
value. Select within the range from 15°C to 39°C (by 0.5°C).

Set the constant values with the +/- T  buttons; always confi rm with the i button.

3. SUMMER MODE
Select A (for summer mode) or -- (for normal mode) with the +/- T  buttons, and 
confi rm with the i , thus you will automatically move on to the next constant set-
ting.
Option A =  summer mode
In this mode, switching of central heating is not allowed. This can particularly be 
used in the summer season, when central heating is not necessary. The heads fully 
open and do not control! After you activate this mode, the  „       „ symbol appears 
on the display. 
Note: phe anti-freeze protection (3 °C) is still functional. In this mode, you cannot 
change the temperature and set the holiday mode!

PH- PH+ -OT +OT

PH- PH+ -OT +OT

PH+ +OT

3. PRELIMINARY SWITCH-ON / SUMMER MODE
Choose one of the following modes with the +/- T  buttons and confi rm with the i .

Option 0 =  normal mode
Normal operation of the heating system without preliminarily switching on the heating.

Option 1 =  preliminary heating switch-on
This function guarantees you the desired temperature at the required time.
You do not need to consider when to switch the heating on in order to be warm when 
getting up without heating long before unnecessarily. You just program the time at which 
you want the desired temperature. Within two operating days, PH-CJ37 ascertains thermal constants 
of the room, and then switches the heating in advance as required. The preliminary switch-on time 
is limited to 2 hours.
Option 2 =  summer mode
In this mode, switching of central heating is not allowed. This can particularly be used in the summer season, 
when central heating is not necessary. After you activate this mode, the „       „ symbol appears on the 
display. 
Note: The anti-freeze protection (3 °C) is still functional. In this mode, you cannot change 
the temperature and set the holiday mode!

PH- -OT
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4. MINIMUM WATER TEMPERATURE IN THE HEATING SYSTEM-OT +OT

This defi nes the lower calculated limit of the required temperature of heating water, 
at which the boiler can start heating. This constant prevents the boiler from 
unnecessary ignition. Selectable range of 5 °C to 50 °C (by 1 °C).
Set the value with the +/- T  buttons and push the i  button; thus you automatically 
move to setting another constant.

5. MAXIMUM WATER TEMPERATURE IN THE HEATING SYSTEM-OT +OT

This defi nes the upper calculated limit of the required temperature of heating water, 
which the boiler must not exceed. The min.-max. temperature difference must be 
higher than 8 °C. Selectable range of 13°C to 85°C (by 1°C).
Set the value with the +/- T  buttons and push the i  button; thus you automatically 
move to setting another constant.

6. CONTROL TYPE SELECTION-OT +OT

Choose the control type with the +/- T  buttons and push the i  button; thus you 
automatically move to setting other constants for the given control type.

< - - >     According to room  = PI control (by the internal temperature); 
   the system heats depending on the reference room temperature.
                      It is necessary to set CONST10 and CONST11!
   Cannot be set for PH+ OT!

1 - 60    Equitherm control, number 1 to 60 corresponds to the required heating 
   curve (see the chart). It is necessary to set CONST8, 9, 10, 12!!

It is suitable to choose equitherm control for extensive objects where no reference 
room can be specifi ed. The equitherm control consists in the optimization of temperature 
of heating system water in relation to the external temperature. This relation is represented 
by the given equitherm curves (for the required room temperature of 20 °C) according to
 which you can select the required temperature of the heating system water. According to 
the equitherm curve selected, the thermostat calculates the heating water temperature, which is subsequently sent 
to the boiler. Then the boiler regulates the heating water temperature to the required value. The curve slope must 
be selected according to the heating system to prevent permanent over- or underheating of the object. Selection of 
the right curve is a long-term issue, and the system must be tested at different external temperatures! It is suitable to 
adjust the internal room temperature by, for example, thermostat heads. The heating system water temperature 
is restricted by the minimum and maximum limits set in constants No. 4 and 5! An external sensor must 
always be connected to the boiler with this control!

If you choose a required room temperature other 
than 20 °C, the thermostat calculates the 
automatic curve shift by the following formula, 
where the coeffi cient is 1:

shift = (required temperature - 20) * coeffi cient

Note.: the curve most frequently used in our 
conditions is approx. 9-11 for low-temperature 
systems and approx. 15-17 for conventional heating 
systems.

curve designation

external sensor 
temperature [°C]
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7. HEATING CURVE CORRECTION-OT +OT

If equitherm control is set, you can choose either manual curve shift correction or 
automatic correction according to internal temperature.

0.5 to 10 = rmanual correction according to coeffi cient, to be used if 
   the temperature still does not fulfi l your demands (by 0.5).

Aut  = automatic correction, according to the internal temperature 
   measured in the reference room. You can only use this option after 
   a correct equitherm curve has been selected! Cannot be set for PH+ OT!

In the case of automatic correction, the heating curve is automatically corrected in relation to both the 
external temperature and the temperature in the reference room where the thermostat is located. In this way, 
you can achieve higher thermal comfort in the heated room, optimum operation of the heating system, and thus higher 
savings! For this type of control, an external sensor must always be connected to the boiler and CONST 7 must be set 
to  „ Aut „!

If you choose manual correction, you set the co-
effi cient of heating curve shift, with which you can 
achieve heating water regulation according to the 
current external temperature at different reference 
room temperatures (for the formula, see the “Hea-
ting curve selection” paragraph.

The example describes the choice of equitherm 
curve No. 13 (pink) and its calculated correction 
with coeffi cient 2.5 (for required room temperatu-
res of 24 °C and 16 °C). In this way, you can achi-
eve optimum system setting at which the heating 
system water temperature is controlled according 
to the current external temperature.

Set the correction with the +/- T  buttons and push the i  button; thus you automatically move to the next 
constant setting.

8. BUILDING INSULATION-OT +OT

The rate of temperature change in the room in case of frequent fl uctuation of external 
temperature depends on the building structure and insulation. This constant enables you to 
take the rate of temperature change into account according to the type of the building heated 
(for equitherm control only).

1 = bad, uninsulated building, quick response to external temperature changes
2 = medium, insulated building, slower response to external temperature changes
3 = good, well insulated building, the slowest response to external temperature changes

Set with the +/- T  buttons and push the i  button; thus you automatically move to the 
next constant setting.

9. MINIMUM TIME OF THE HEATING DEVICE SWITCH-ON AT HYSTERESISPH-

Push the +/- T  buttons, to set the minimum time in minutes 
for which the boiler should be on at hysteresis and 
confi rm i  button. 
Choose the time according to the type of the heating 
system used, see the table.

(CONST5)

(CONST4)

external sensor 
temperature [°C]
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Min. temperature limitation 
for the heating system water 
(CONST4)

Max. temperature limitation 
for the heating system water 
(CONST5)

Heating type
Minimum switch-on 
time of the source

electric heating 1
plate radiators 2 (3)
cast-iron radiators 4
fl oor heating 5
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10. SELECTION OF HYSTERESIS OR PI CONTROLPH-

Push the  +/- T  buttons to set the hysteresis from 0.1 °C to 1.5 °C and confi rm i .
If hysteresis is selected, constants (11, 12, 13), related to PI control setting, are 
skipped automatically.
If you choose three horizontal dashes with the +/- T  button, PI control will be active, 
and the constants related to PI control (11, 12, 13) must be set.

11. TIME INTERVAL OF PI CONTROLPH- -OT

The length of this interval is determined by the room thermal inertia. Set within the 
range of 5 to 20 minutes (by 1 min). If plate radiators are used, the optimum setting 
is 10 to 15 minutes; for fl oor heating, the interval of 16 to 20 minutes is recommended. 
Set it by +/- T  and confi rm by i  button.
VIn the PH- system, this constant is displayed only if CONST10= - - -

12. MINIMUM SWITCH-ON TIME OF THE HEATING DEVICE IN CASE OF PI CONTROLPH-

The time setting is given by the heating system type and 
depends on the selection of the PI control time interval. 
The range of  1 to 5 minutes. 
Set it by +/- T  and confi rm by i  button.
We recommend setting according to the table.

13. PROPORTIONALITY BAND FOR PI CONTROLPH- -OT

This item determines the value from which PI control is functional.
For example, the required temperature is 22.0 °C and the proportionality band 
1.5 °C. Up to 20.5 °C, the source will be heating fully. When this value is reached, 
PI control starts working. 
The PROPORTIONALITY band can be set from 1.5 to 3.0°C (by 0.1°C).
Set it by +/- T  and confi rm by i  button.

Set the date (day, month, and year) when you want to be informed on the necessity 
of prescribed boiler service. At the required time, the Udr message and          will 
appear on the LCD (you can cancel the message by entering a new date for the next 
boiler maintenance!).
Set it by +/- T  and confi rm by i  button.

14. BOILER MAINTENANCE INDICATIONPH- PH+ -OT +OT

Set the percentage value from which the valve is open. Set the value with the +/- T   
button within the range from 5 % to 70 %, and confi rm with the i  button. This 
constant is different for various valve types, and defi nes the position in which water 
starts to fl ow through the valve into the radiator. This setting is particularly crucial 
for heads with priority after switching the boiler on!
The optimum setting is  40%.

Example: Water starts to fl ow through the head at 40 % => set this constant 
value to 40. If the head temperature drops below the desired value, the 
head starts to open, and as soon as it is open to 40 %, the central unit 
evaluates that the head asks for switching the heat source on.

15. PERCENTAGE VALUE OF HEAD OPENINGPH+ +OT

Heating type
Minimum switch-on 
time of the source

electric heating 1
plate radiators 2 (3)
cast-iron radiators 4
fl oor heating 5
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16. COMMUNICATION TIME 
This constant defi nes how often the central unit will communicate with all system 
elements and, at the same time, the time delay for switching the boiler on/off since 
the demand was sent from the given element. Choose a value within the range 
of 3 to 20 minutes with the +/- T  button and confi rm with the i  button. 
CAUTION! The longer the communication time, the longer response for switching 
the boiler on!

E-EPROM recording (see page 31)
This time also defi nes the frequency of recording the given element values in the 
memory.

17. SELECTION OF CONTROL BY MEANS OF GSM MODULE 
This constant enables you to select the option of controlling the central unit via the 
GSM module.
Options:
GSM:  N GSM module is not allowed; constants 18 and 19 are skipped automatically.
GSM:  A GSM module allowed; constants 18 and 19 must be set!

Make selection with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm with the i  button.
Info: GSM module control is described in detail on pages 26-29.

18. SETTING PHONE NUMBER
This constant can be set if the option GSM: A is set for CONST 17.
Choose one of the following options:
 O return SMS shall be sent to the phone number from which the message was sent
 Z return SMS shall be sent to the entered phone number
 V zreturn SMS shall be sent to the phone number from which the message was sent 
  and, at the same time, to the phone number entered in the CU

For “Z” and “V” options, enter the phone number in international format 
(420123456789) to which return SMS messages on the state of individual system 
elements should be sent. You can enter a 10-fi gure to 15-fi gure phone number (in the 
Czech Republic, usually a 12-fi gure phone number, including directory number).
Set with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm each setting with the i  button.
You can browse the numbers with the +/- H  buttons.

This constant can be set if the option GSM: A is set for CONST 17.
Enter the PIN code of the SIM card inserted in the GST1/GST2 module or the CU.

Enter the PIN with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm each setting with the i  button.
You can browse the numbers with the  +/- H  buttons.

PH+ +OT

PH- PH+ -OT +OT

PH- PH+ -OT +OT

19. SETTING PIN CODE OF THE SIM CARD USEDPH- PH+ -OT +OT

Note:  In the case of options “Z” and “V” for the PH-CJ37 GST version, you are automatically informed about 
power failure (adapter disconnection) with a short message, “Adapter disconnected”; when the connection 
is restored, with the message “Adapter connected”. 
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24. FIRMWARE VERSION
This constant cannot be set; it just informs you about the fi rmware version.

Note: If using software for controlling the system by means of PC, you must check 
whether the software version is intended for the given version of the central unit 
fi rmware.

Possibility of selecting a boiler with adjusted OT communication.
1 - universal (suitable for majority of boilers)
2 - Thermona gas boilers
3 - Thermona electric boilers
4 - Ferolli
5 - Viessmann
6 - Dakon

Make selection with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm with the i  button.

20. BOILER TYPE-OT +OT

Selection of the heating system; see pages 3-4.
- PH  PocketHome (PH-)
+PH  PocketHome Plus (PH+)
- OPT  PocketHome OpenTherm (PH-OT)
+OPT PocketHome Plus OpenTherm (PH+OT)

Make selection with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm with the i  button.

21. SYSTEM SELECTIONPH- PH+ -OT +OT

It is used for signal extension to elements with communication drop-outs caused by 
insuffi cient signal. If communication is executed via the repeater, the “OUT” 
message appears on the display (see page 10).
Options:
  - repeater is not included in the system
 A repeater is included in the system

Make selection with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm with the i  button.

22. SELECTION OF USING A SIGNAL REPEATERPH- PH+ -OT +OT

Selection of communication between the CU and other devices.
Options:
  - communication via RS232 (Ethernet or PC via RS232/USB reduction)
 A communication via miniUSB (PC via miniUSB and Bluetooth)

Make selection with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm with the i  button.

Note: If using the Ethernet/WiFi module, choose the -  option.

23. COMMUNICATION VIA USB / RS232PH- PH+ -OT +OT

PH- PH+ -OT +OT
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ACTIV
This mode enables you to add (activate) system elements stepwise and assign programs 
1.P-22.P to them. The maximum number of elements in the entire system is 255!

- Push the F  button, and select the ACTIV mode with the +/- T  buttons; confi rm with 
 the i  button.
-   Push the i  button to select the group of elements you want to activate.
- Push the +/- P  button to select the activation option according to the table.
- Assign a program to the given element with the  +/- T  buttons.
- To activate another element in the same group (e.g., Hd), push the  +/- H  buttons.
- Push +/- P  to activate and assign a program to another element with the +/- T  buttons.
- After setting all elements of the same group, push the  i  button to confi rm; thus you 
 move on to the setting of elements in another group (e.g., TS).

activating individual elements of the PocketHome® system

You can browse the individual elements in the group with the +/- H  . To delete an element, push the Off .

IF AN ELEMENT IS NOT ACTIVATED CORRECTLY, THE “ UCENI ” MESSAGE APPEARS ON LCD!

* number of elements 255: This number means the total of all system elements, i.e. PK+Hd+TS+HT+WS+
  bP1+bP7+ET7+bSP+bHd+bHT = 255. For example, there can be 1 boiler receiver and other 254 digital 
  heads in the system, or any other combination!

* *address 1 to 255: This address must always correspond to the address in the PA:r parameter in the given element 
  manual (PH-HD20, etc.). It is assigned automatically during learning in the UA:dr mode 
  (for PH-HD20/TS20, version 10.05 and higher)!

total number of 
active elements

Element group Description
Activation possibility
(selection with +/- P  )

PRIORITY
(      button)

Programs
(select with +/- T )

PK
max. 1 element

BOILER RECEIVER
(PH-PK20, PH-PK21, PH-PK25)

A = boiler receiver active 
N  = not in system

1.P - 22.P
(for PH-, PH- OT only)

Hd
max. 255 elements *

DIGITAL HEAD
(PH-HD20, PH-HD01)

0 = head inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 255 
according to the number of heads in the system* *

1.P - 22.P

TS
max. 255 elements *

THERMALLY SWITCHED 
SOCKET
(PH-TS20)

0 = socket inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 255 
according to the number of sockets in the system* 
*

1.P - 22.P

HT
max. 255 elements *

UNIT FOR THERMOE-
LECTRIC DRIVES

(PH-HT21)

0 = unit inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 255 
according to the number of units in the system* * 1.P - 22.P

WS
max. 255 elements *

TIME-SWITCHED ELE-
MENTS

(PH-WS01 to PH-WS03)

0 = time element inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 255 
according to the number of elements in the 
system* *

10.P - 22.P

bP1
max. 99 elements *

FLOOR HEATING 
CONTROLLER

(PH-BP1)

0 = controller inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 99 
according to the number of controllers in the 
system* *

1.P - 22.P

bP7
max. 99 elements *

FLOOR HEATING 
CONTROLLER

(PH-BP7)

0 = controller inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 99 
according to the number of controllers in the 
system* *

1.P - 22.P

ET7
max. 99 elements *

ELECTRIC HEATING 
CONTROLLER

(PH-ET7)

0 = controller inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 99 
according to the number of controllers in the 
system* *

1.P - 22.P

bSP
max. 99 elements *

CONTROL UNIT OF EL. 
HEATING BODIES

(PH-BSP)

0 = unit inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 99 
according to the number of units in the system* * 1.P - 22.P

bHd
max. 99 elements *

CONTROL UNIT OF 
DIGITAL HEADS

(PH-BHD)

0 = unit inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 99 
according to the number of units in the system* * 1.P - 22.P

bHT
max. 99 elements *

CONTROL UNIT OF 
THERMOELECTRIC 

DRIVES
(PH-BHT)

0 = unit inactive
Gradually select addresses from 1 to 99 
according to the number of units in the system* * 1.P - 22.P
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BOILER RECEIVER ACTIVATION - PK
- Push the F  button, and select the ACTIV mode with the  +/- T  , confi rm with i .
-   Information on the boiler receiver appears on the display (PK: N or PK: A).
- Choose the activation option according to the table (page 22) with the +/- P  button.
- Assign the temperature program (1.P -22.P) with the +/- T ; for PH-, PH- OT systems only.
- Push the “FUNCTION BUTTON” on the boiler receiver (PH-PK20, PH-PK21, 
 PH-PK25); thus you enter the code learning mode (see the pertinent receiver manual).
- Push the Test  button on PH-CJ37 (the signal emitting symbol         )
- Two diodes fl ash simultaneously on the receiver; thus the element is ACTIVATED!
- Push again the Test  button to test communication (the output relay will be 
 switched in the receiver and the Test message appears on the central unit).
If Err appears on the display, you must check the connection and repeat the procedure!

DIGITAL HEADS ACTIVATION - Hd
- Push the F  button, and select the ACTIV mode with the +/- T  buttons; 
 confi rm with the i  button.
-  Select the group of heads Hd with the i  button.
- Select the activation option according to the table (page 22) with the +/- P  buttons, and assign 
 a program (1.P-22.P) to the head with the +/- T  button. 
- Defi ne HEAD PRIORITY *** with the  “         ” button; if  “          ” appears on the LCD, 
 the head can demand switch-on from the boiler (for PH+, PH+ OT only).
- Select the head to learn the code with the  +/- H  buttons. 
- Initiate the selected head (PH-HD20 or PH-HD01) into the learning mode “UA:dr” 
 (see the manual for PH-HD20 or PH-HD01).
- Push the Test  button on PH-CJ37 (the signal emitting symbol       appears).
-  Verify correct activation of the head by pushing the Test  button again.
- The AUTO and MANU messages appear on the head simultaneously; thus the 
 element is ACTIVATED!
- Proceed in the same way to activate the other heads.
If Err appears on the display, you must check the connection and repeat the procedure!
Note: head deactivation (removal from the system) - in the ACTIV mode, select the head you 
want to remove and push the Off  button.

total number 
of heads

head address
(sequence number)

HEAD 
PRIORITY

ACTIVATION OF TIME-SWITCHED ELEMENTS - WS
First you must set at least one time program (see page 15). If no program is preset, 
the WS product group will not appear in the ACTIV mode!

- Push the F  button, and select the ACTIV mode with the  +/- T  buttons; confi rm with the
 i  button.
-  Select the group of WS time elements with the i   button.
- Select the activation option according to the table (page 22) with the +/- P  buttons, and assign 
 a program (10.P-22.P) with the +/- T  button.
- Select the element to learn the code with the +/- H  button. 
- Initiate the selected element (PH-WS01 to PH-WS03) into the learning mode “UA:dr” 
 (see the manual for PH-WS01 to PH-WS03).
- Push the Test  button on PH-CJ37 (the signal emitting symbol          appears).
-  Verify correct activation of the element by pushing the Test  button again.
- The diodes fl ash simultaneously on the receiver; thus the element is ACTIVATED!
- In the same way, proceed to activate the other time-switched elements
If Err appears on the display, you must check the connection and repeat the procedure!
Note: WS element deactivation (removal from the system) - in the ACTIV mode, select the 
element you want to remove and push the Off  button.

element address
(sequence number)

total number of 
WS elements

The WS elements can also be controlled (on/off) remotely by means of a key switch PH-WS10. The key switch 
activation is described in detail in the PH-WS10 manual!

* * *PRIORITY :  Defi nes whether the selected head (element) can ask the boiler for switching on. Thus you can defi ne the 
  room in which the required temperature must always be maintained, and which room does not require this 
  comfort (e.g., garden room, garage, etc.). For the PH+, OT+ systems only!

ACTIVATE THE OTHER ELEMENTS IN THE SAME WAY AS THE DIGITAL HEADS (Hd)!!! HEED THAT THE TOTAL NUMBER 
OF ELEMENTS ACTIVATED AGREE WITH THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS USED IN THE SYSTEM, OTHERWISE FREQUENT 
COMMUNICATION MAY OCCUR TO A MISSING ELEMENT WITH ERROR STATES!  
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INFO
In this mode, you can acquire information on the state of individual elements 
activated in the system, test their correct connection and change operating modes.

- Push the F  button, and select the INFO mode with the +/- T  buttons; confi rm with 
 the  i  button.
- The display shows information on the group of elements already active in the system; by 
 gradually pushing the i  button, you can view:
  information on the boiler receiver (PK), digital heads (Hd), sockets (TS), units for 
  thermoelectric drives (HT), time-switched elements (WS), fl oor heating controllers 
  (bP1), fl oor heating controllers (bP7), control units of electric heating bodies (bSP), 
  control units of digital heads (bHd), or control units of thermoelectric drives (bHT).
-  If a group contains more elements (for example, 5 heads are active in the Hd group), 
 you can browse the individual elements with the  +/- H  buttons.

information on individual elements activated in the system

total number of 
active elements

INFORMATION ON BOILER RECEIVER - PK
Boiler state - this mode only allows you to fi nd out the boiler state by pushing 
   the Test

    (     appears shortly on the display and the communication sign        shines).
                        ON - fl ame sign is displayed on LCD 
                        OFF - fl ame sign is not displayed on LCD 

INFORMATION ON HEADS - Hd (and permitted changes)
Program preset - cannot be changed in this mode.
Head address - cannot be changed; you can, however, browse the individual heads with the +/- H

. This address is automatically assigned during activation (see the PH-HD20 manual).
Communication error - indicated by the “       ” symbol.
Mode preset - this mode allows you to change required temperatures for the given mode:
- Select AUTO, MANU or - - - (INDEPENDENT MODE, see page 25) with the +/- P  buttons, 
 and change the temperature with the +/- T  buttons.
-  You can switch off the head with the  Off  button (in the AUTO mode, Off is cancelled at the 
 next program temperature change).
Head state - information on the head state and valve percentage position.
- Push the Test   (     appears shortly on the display and the communication sign       shines ).
The TEST message appears on the head; the head sends current data on the valve position and 
room temperature to the central unit. 
Open window mode - if the head is in the “open window” mode, the  “-- -- --“ symbol appears at 
the given head and the head is closed (see the PH-HD20/PH-BHD manual).
Information on the bHd control units can be acquired in a similar way, just select the bHd group in 
the INFO mode!

INFORMATION ON THERMALLY-SWITCHED SOCKETS - TS  (and permitted changes)
Program preset - cannot be changed in this mode.
Socket address - cannot be changed; you can, however, browse the individual sockets with 
the +/- H  button. This address is automatically assigned during activation (see the PH-TS20 manual).
Communication error - indicated by the “       ” symbol.
Mode preset - this mode allows you to change required temperatures for the given mode:
- Select AUTO, MANU or - - - (INDEPENDENT MODE, see page 25) with the +/- P  buttons, 
 and change the temperature with the +/- T  buttons.
-  You can switch off the socket with the  Off  button (in the AUTO mode, Off is cancelled at the 
 next program temperature change).
Socket state - information on the socket state (on/off and current temperature)
- Push the Test   (     appears shortly on the display and the communication sign       shines ).
The TEST message appears on the thermo-socket; the socket sends current data on the room 
temperature to the central unit. 

Information on HT units and bSP and bHT control units can be found in a similar way, just always 
select the pertinent group HT / bSP / bHT in the INFO mode!
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INFORMATION ON TIME ELEMENTS - WS (and permitted changes)
Program preset - cannot be changed in this mode.
Element address - cannot be changed; you can, however, browse the 
individual elements with the +/- H  buttons. This address is automatically 
assigned during activation (see the PH-WS01, PH-WS02 and PH-WS03).
Communication error - indicated by the “       ” symbol.
Mode preset - this mode allows you to change the element state:
- Select the AUTO or MANU mode with the  +/- P  buttons, and change the 
 On/OFF state with the +/- T  buttons (in the AUTO mode, this change is 
 cancelled at the next program change); if you make a short-term change, 
 a message in lower case (on/oFF) appears on LCD!
Element state - information on the current element state (on/off)
- Push the Test  button (     appears shortly on the display and the 
 communication sign       shines ).

The green diode fl ashes on the WS element, and the element sends current 
state to the central unit.

OTHER FUNCTIONS

This function is very useful at the holiday time when the house is empty and you need 
not change the temperature. Always enter the DATE and HOUR of your return from the 
holiday, when you require the system elements to return to the preset program (in AUTO 
or MANU)!
- Select the AUTO or MANU mode
- Push the       button
- Set the date of your return from the holiday with the  +/- H  buttons, and 
 confi rm with the i  button.
- Set the time of return, and again confi rm with the i  button.
- With +/- T  buttons, set the temperature which should be maintained all the 
 holiday time until you return.
- The central unit enters the holiday mode in approx. 30 seconds.

HOLIDAY

Note: Can be set in a system without an active boiler as well. All of the active 
elements (heads, sockets, etc.) will maintain the same preset temperature during 
the holiday!
Buttons are disabled in this mode (except for Info, Off, and        ) !
This mode can only be cancelled with the       button!
This mode cannot be set in the SUMMER mode (preset constant 3,     symbol)!

In this mode, the element is still controlled by the central unit (still active in the system), but it does not 
accept demands from the CU. The required temperature is directly set on the element, independent of the 
central unit. The advantage is the possibility of manual temperature control on the given element, while it is 
still possible to obtain information on the current temperature in the given room from the CU.
This function can be utilized in boarding-houses, offi ces and large objects.
- Push the F  and select the INFO mode with the  +/- T , confi rm with the i  .
- Select the element for which you want to change the mode with the  i  and +/- H .
- Select the INDEPENDENT MODE with the  +/- P    (the display shows  - - - ) and confi rm
 with the  i . The “In:FO” message shortly fl ashes on the display of the independent mode element“.

INDEPENDENT MODE (for PH+, PH+OT only)

RESET
Use the R  button only in case of an indefi nable error - the processor will reset after pushing, but all the 
changes saved will be kept in the E-EPROM memory!
If you want to reset all preset parameters and programs (programs 3 to 22 will resume their factory settings), 
push the Off  and R  buttons; release the R  button and then the Off  button (the RESET message 
appears on LCD shortly).

example LCD of PH-HD20
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USING EXTERNAL GSM MODULE (for PH-CJ37 BT only)
The system can be supplemented by GSM modules, GST1 or GST2, which enable remote control of the central unit 
via a mobile phone. By simple SMS messages, you can control the heating or gain status information. For detailed 
instructions, see the GST1 or GST2 module (the option of module connection can be performed in CONST 17-19, 
page 20). THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE MUST BE OBSERVED FOR CORRECT FUNCTION!!

1. Install and set the central unit according to the manual.

2. Set the constants 17, 18, 19 on the central unit as follows:
 - Push the F  button, and select the CONST mode with the  +/- T ; confi rm with the i .
 - Select CONST17 with the  +/- P  buttons.
 - Select the GSM:A option with the +/- T  buttons, and confi rm with the i ,button; thus you 
   go on to CONST18 setting (phone number setting).
 - With the +/- T  buttons, stepwise enter the phone number in international format 
   (420123456789), to which return SMS messages on the element states should be sent; 
   confi rm each setting with the i  (you can browse the preset numbers with the +/- H )
 - The last constant, CONST19, is the PIN code of the SIM card inserted in the GSM module.
 - With the +/- T  buttons, stepwise enter the number, and again confi rm each setting with the 
   i  button (you can browse the preset numbers with the +/- H  buttons).

3. Insert the activated SIM card in the GST1/GST2 module. For more details, see 
  the GST1/GST2 manual.

4. Connect the central unit to the module with the data cable (included in GST1/
  GST2 package), and then connect the module power supply to the mains 
  network 230V/50Hz (the orange LED is fl ashing)!
5.  As soon as the orange diode lights up on GST1/GST2, test correct connection 
   with the Test  button on the central unit. 
     One of the following messages appears on the central unit display (the 
   connection is always automatically established within 3 minutes):

Signalling correct 
module connection.

Module unconnected,
incorrectly connected!

Signalling correct module connection 
and PIN code setting.

Signalling correct module connection, 
but incorrect PIN code setting!

You must disconnect the module, RESET 
the central unit and enter 

the PIN code correctly!
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FORM OF MESSAGES SENT
Any type of mobile phone can be used for sending and receiving return messages!! If you can set the font size 
(format), always use the MEDIUM size (if three font sizes are available) or LARGE size (if two font sizes are 
available).!

xx = temperature value in °C (always a two-fi gure number, e.g., 05)

SMS TO FIND OUT THE STATE OF INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Info PK001 Boiler state information.

Info HDyyy
Info TSyyy
Info HTyyy
Info WSyyy

Head state information, where yyy is the head address (sequence number) in the 001 to 255 
format.
In a similar way, you can fi nd information on the state of TS sockets and units for HT thermoe-
lectric drives and WS time-controlled receivers.

Info BP1yyy
Info BP7yyy
Info ET7yyy
Info BSPyyy
Info BHDyyy
Info BHTyyy

Information on the state of the fl oor heating thermostat, where yyy is the thermostat address 
(sequence number) in the 001 to 099 format.

In a similar way, you can fi nd information on the state of BSP, BHD and BHT units.

SMS TO SWITCH OFF INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Off PK001 Switching off the boiler; to cancel the function, use the message Temp xx PK 001 (only 
applies to PH-) (in the AUTO mode, this state lasts until the next change given by the program)

Off HDyyy
Off TSyyy
Off HTyyy
Off WSyyy

Switching off a head, where yyy is the head address (sequence number) in the 001 to 255 
format. To cancel the function, use the Temp xx HDyyy message (in the AUTO mode, this 
state lasts until the next change given by the program).
Proceed in a similar way with the TS sockets and units for HT thermoelectric drives and WS 
time-controlled receivers.

Off BP1yyy
Off BP7yyy
Off ET7yyy
Off BSPyyy
Off BHDyyy
Off BHTyyy

Switching off a fl oor heating thermostat, where yyy is the thermostat (sequence number) 
address, in the 001 to 099 format. 

To cancel the function, use the Temp xx BP1yyy message (in the AUTO mode, this state lasts 
until the next change given by the program).

Proceed in a similar way with the BP7, ET7, BSP, BHD and BHT units.

SMS TO CHANGE TEMPERATURE OF INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Temp xx HDyyy

Temp xx HDall

Temp xx HDyyy-yyy

Change of the required head temperature (where xx can only be an integer number within 
the range of permitted maximum and minimum temperatures; for yyy, enter the head address 
(sequence number), in the 001 to 255 format.
To send en bloc the same temperature to all heads, enter the ALL text instead of yyy.
To send en bloc the same temperature to selected heads with successive address, e.g., 
HD001-004 (the required temperature will be assigned to the heads addressed 1, 2, 3, and 
4).

In the AUTO mode, this change is short-term, until the next program temperature change.
In the MANU mode, this change is permanent until the next manual temperature change (fi n-
ding out / changing the head mode – in the Info mode on PH-CJ37).
In a similar way, you can change temperature with TS sockets and units for HT thermoelectric 
drives. Instead of HD, enter the abbreviation of the selected element group, TS or HT.

Temp xx BP1yyy

Temp xx BP1all

Temp xx BP1yyy-yyy

Change of the required fl oor heating thermostat temperature (with the same meaning as Hd 
and TS); yyy can be from 001 to 099!
To send en bloc the same temperature to all thermostats, enter the ALL text yyy.
To send en bloc the same temperature to selected thermostats with successive address, e.g., 
bP1 001-004 (the required temperature will be assigned to BP1 addressed 1, 2, 3, and 4).

In the AUTO mode, this change is short-term, until the next program temperature change.
In the MANU mode, this change is permanent until the next manual temperature change (fi n-
ding out / changing the bP1 thermostat mode – in the Info mode on PH-CJ37).
In a similar way, you can change temperature with BSP, BHD and BHT units. Instead of BP1, 
enter the abbreviation of the selected element group, BP7, ET7, BSP, BHD or BHT.
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xx = temperature value in °C (always a two-fi gure number, e.g., 05)

FORM OF RETURN MESSAGES FROM THE CENTRAL UNIT

RETURN MESSAGES ARE SENT WITHIN 3 MINUTES!
Note: If the min/max temperature in the room has been exceeded (as set in CONST 1 and 2, see page 16), 
a “WARNING” SMS message is automatically sent in the Info form.
Info: If you use a credit card, you must make a paid call once in 3 months. This call is performed automatically (in 80 
days, between 4 and 9 p.m.) to the number entered in the central unit (CONST 18); after 20 seconds, the call is ended 
automatically. You can initiate this function even earlier by the “Call” SMS message.

SMS TO SWITCH ON TIME-CONTROLLED RECEIVERS (WS)
On WSyyy Switching on a receiver, where yyy is the address (sequence number) in the 001 to 255 

format (in the AUTO mode, this state lasts until the next change given by the program). 

EN BLOC SMS (commands sent to all system elements)
Temp xx ALL Change of the required temperature for all elements (where xx can only be an integer number 

within the range of permitted maximum and minimum temperatures).
In the AUTO mode, this change is short-term, until the next program temperature change.
In the MANU mode, this change is permanent until the next manual temperature change.

Off ALL Switching off all elements (short-term in the AUTO mode; permanent in the MANU mode).

Holiday xx yy NHoliday setting (corresponds to the        button), where xx can only be an integer number 
within the range of permitted maximum and minimum temperatures; for yy enter the number of 
days. All elements will maintain constant temperature for the preset number of days! 

Holiday off Cancelling the holiday function. 

Call Return call, verifi cation of SIM function.

Requir: xx.x Required temperature (entered by the user); not displayed with WS elements

Act: xx.x Current room temperature

On
Off

Heating system or WS element on
Heating system of WS element off

Pos xxx% Valve percentage position, only for heads (where xxx is an integer number from 0 to 100)

AUTO
MANU

Automatic mode AUTO
Manual mode MANU

HOLI Active holiday mode

Sig: x Defi ning signal strength at the place where the module is located, where x is a value from 0 to 5:
0..cannot be defi ned or no signal detected
1..worst level
5..best signal level 

Batterry! Signalling low battery in the central unit

Adapter disconnected Information on power failure (adapter disconnected, CU working on back-up battery)

Adapter connected Information on power restoration (adapter connected again)

PK001
HDyyy       TSyyy
HTyyy        WSyyy
BP1yyy     BP7yyy
BSPyyy     BHDyyy
BHTyyy        

Device identifi cation, where yyy is the device address (sequence number)

Out: xx.x Current temperature of outside sensor (if the sensor use at boiler)

E xxx error report, where xxx can be from 001 to 255 (these type of errors can be different for 
various boilers, then you must contact of producer of boiler. For example.: bad draft loss, 
outside sensor error etc.)

LINE error of OT line (OpenTherm line)

RF Err error of wireless communication between receiver and transmitter

Multiple handover that
was made

Return info message after sending an en bloc command for all elements, except for those 
which are in the INDEPENDENT mode (e.g.,  Temp 18 HDall)

Incorrect SMS or can not
be identifi  ed selected
device

The SMS message was written incorrectly, or a communication error occurred.

Activated independent
elemen

Indicates that an element in the system is in the INDEPENDENT mode.
CAUTION: Elements in this mode ignore all en bloc SMSs!! 

xx.x = temperature value in °C
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USING EXTERNAL GSM MODULE (for PH-CJ37 GST only)

USING SMARTPHONE APPLICATION

1. Insert the SIM card into the slot; see page 8.
2. Set constants 17, 18 a 19 on the central unit; see page 20.
3. Push the TEST button on the central unit; the following messages may appear on the LCD:
 PIN T       (PIN verifi cation)
 PIN OK    (correct PIN)
 E PIN       (incorrect PIN; you must reset the CU and enter PIN again)
 PUK         (if you enter an incorrect PIN three times, you have to enter PUK)
 NOSIM    (no SIM card inserted; you must insert a SIM card and reset the CU)
 GSMON  (GSM is active)
 MObIL     (connecting to GSM network)
4. For control, use the same SMS forms as those indicated in the table on pages 27-28.

This CU features an implemented GSM module which enables it to be remote-controlled by means of SMS 
messages from a mobile phone. 

The application enables control of the entire system either directly via Bluetooth (within one room) or via 
WiFi/ETHERNET (here it is necessary to connect Ethernet/WiFi module to the CU).
Options:
-  setting of the CU and all constants (in the service mode)
- activation and editing of elements
- editing and modifi cation of temperature 
 programs
- changes of required temperatures
- holiday
- GSM activation (for PH-CJ37 GST only)
- current states of all elements

For more details, see instructions for 
the applications.

The PocketHome application for OS Android, version 2.2 and higher, is available FREE on Obchod Play.

USING PC PROGRAM (PH-PC-SW)
The CU can be directly connected to PC by means of miniUSB or via the RS232/USB reduction.
The program enables:
-  setting of the CU and all constants
- activation and editing of elements
- editing and modifi cation of temperature programs
- changes of required temperatures
- holiday
- GSM activation (for PH-CJ37 GST only)
- activation of internet control (possibility of online communication from 
 the whole world)
- current states of all elements

For more details, see instructions for the applications.

If power failure occurs (the adapter is disconnected), you are automatically informed by the SMS, “Adapter 
disconnected”; after the power is restored, you receive the “ADAPTER connected” SMS (attention: the 
“Z” or “V” option must be set for CONST18).
If you do not wish to receive these messages, use the SMS in the form: sms off
To restore sending of messages, use the SMS in the form: sms on
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USING Ethernet/WiFi module

The module is used for connecting the central unit to the Ethernet or WiFi network. It enables controlling the 
CU from any computer in a LAN network, or even from the whole world via the Internet network.

Demands on using the module:
 -  PH-PC-SW software, version 2.26 or higher, installed in your PC
 -  installed software for setting the module (CD included in the module)
 -  internet connection via the ETHERNET interface (modem or router – if more devices are used) at the 
   place where the central unit or WiFi is located
 -  to control by means of a smartphone, you must install the PocketHome application (free on Obchod 
   Play).

Options:
- setting of the CU and all constants (in the service mode)
- activation and editing of elements
- editing and modifi cation of temperature programs
- changes of required temperatures
- holiday
- GSM activation (for PH-CJ37 GST only)
- current states of all elements

For more details, see instructions for the applications.
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CENTRAL UNIT MESSAGES

E-EPROM RECORDING                   PENDING!
To record historic values during heating season, you can choose the elements for which the information will 
be saved in the internal E-EPROM directly. The PH-PC-SW program will enable download and evaluation of 
these records in PC.
- Push the F  button, and select the INFO mode with the +/- T  buttons; confi rm with the i .
- Pushing the i  button repeatedly, choose the element for which you want to enable recording.
- Push the Copy  button, the  sign appears at the given element on LCD.
The recording interval is determined by CONST16 (communication time); memory utilization can be monitored 
in the basic menu after pushing the i  ,the EEP...0% item (memory utilization percentage).

HINTS
EN BLOC ACTIVATION OF ELEMENTS
- Push the F  button, and select the ACTIV mode with the  +/- T , confi rm with the i .
-  Choose the element group you want to activate with the i  .
- Push the +/- T  button, the Hr:Act message appears on LCD.
- Push the +/- T  button to choose the number of elements and confi rm with the i

- Further activation procedure of the individual elements is identical with that on page 23.

Hd: 1 (bP1:1, HT:1, bHd:1 atd.) indication of the element which asked for switching the boiler on

Udr boiler maintenance indication, see page 19, CONST 14

UCENI an element not activated
  -  Test the activated elements

ErrVY communication error
  -  Test the activated elements

dObi back-up battery not fully charged
  -  The CU must be supplied by the adapter

bAT:OK back-up battery fully charged

GSMON GSM module is active; see page 29

MObIL connecting to GSM network; see page 29

PIN T PIN check; see page 29

PIN OK PIN entered correctly; see page 29

Z PIN Enter PIN; see CONST19

EPIN PIN entered incorrectly, see page 26, 29

Err MO GSM module connected incorrectly; see page 26

EbTM Bluetooth module error
  -  Contact the manufacturer

Error central unit internal sensor failure
  -  Contact the manufacturer

CISLO unique factory number not entered
  -  Contact the manufacturer

FINDING OUT THE UNIQUE NUMBER
- Push the R  button and + H   button.
-  Release the R  button, while still pushing the  + H  button.
-  The unique number of the central unit appears on the LCD.
- Push the R  button to return to the basic mode (CAUTION: it is necessary to correct the current time)

LONG-TERM SWITCH-OFF OF THE SYSTEM – SAVE THE BATTERY
If you are to switch off the system for a long time, we recommend the following:
- Disconnect the adapter; the     sign appears on the display.
- Push the i  button repeatedly until the battery state (bAT:OK or dObi) appears on LCD.
- Push the Off  button, the CU will be switched off (LCD will not be active); the data and settings remain 
saved. After the adapter has been reconnected, all original values are restored; you just need to set the 
current time!
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

MADE IN CZECH REPUBLIC

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
We, ELEKTROBOCK CZ s.r.o., herewith declare that the product 
PH-CJ37  conforms to the basic requirements and other correspon-
ding provisions of the Directive 1999/5/EC.                                                                                                                                  
Issued: 01.09.2013                          on www.elbock.cz

ELEKTROBOCK CZ s.r.o.
Blanenská 1763
Kuřim 664 34
Tel.: +420 541 230 216
Technická podpora (do 14h)
Mobil: +420 724 001 633
 +420 725 027 685
 +420 725 027 686

www.elbock.cz

In case of guarantee or post-guarantee 
service, send the thermostat to 
the manufacturer’s address.

EAN
 See the 
package

Anti-freeze mode (for PH- and PH-OT only)                   
If the room temperature drops below 3 °C, the CU automatically sends a command to switch the boiler 
on. As soon as the temperature rises by 0.5 °C, it returns to the preset mode.

Accessories:

AD05-jack adapter
(included in the 

delivery)
miniUSB cable

(included)
GSM modules

(can be purchased)
Ethernet/WiFi module

(can be purchased)

Power supply AD05-jack source (included in the delivery)

Back-up battery Li-Pol 3.8 V/ 400mAh

Communication type two-way

Frequency 433.92 MHz

HF power <10 mW

Range 300 m (in free area), 35 m (in built-up area)

Bluetooth module Flash 8Mbit , SMD, V 2.0+ EDR

GSM module (for PH-CJ37 GST only) SIM900

GSM antenna (for PH-CJ37 GST only) direct 1dB

Number of temperature changes 6 changes with different temperature per every day

Minimum program time 10 minutes

Range of temperature setting 3 to 39°C

Temperature setting by 0.5°C

Minimum indication step 0.1°C

Measuring accuracy ±0.5°C

Back-up battery life usually 2 years; acc. to the type of the battery used

Protection class IP20

Working temperature 0°C to +40°C


